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Dr. Rajender Auluck, P.E., Project Manager
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Dr. Auluck:
_

EPA has completed its review of the draft EIS for operation of
the Limerick Generating Station, as required under Section 309
of the Clean Air Act. In general, the document is acceptable
with certain exceptions enumerated in the attached technical
comments. As a result of the review, the draft EIS is rated
E R-2 , which means that the environmental reservations are
related to insufficient information. The attached sheet
describes the rating system used by EPA and is enclosed for
your information.

In late 1980 and early 1981, the EPA EIS review staff met with
the DRBC and PaDER several times to clarify environmental
issues related to the Neshaminy Creek Watershed Plan and Wa' ter
Supply Plan. The issues discussed had been raised in a letter
to DRBC, dated September 26, 1980, and supplemented in
subsequent meetings. The issues included analysis of flows,
population and water use projections, water conservation
controls, and the relationship of the Philadelphia Electric
Company needs (described in Docket No. 79-52-CP) as it relates
to components of the NWRA watershed'and water supply plans.
These meetings resolved our technical concerns regarding the
NWRA portion of the diversion proposal and resulted in our
conclusion that the potential benefits to be derived from the
diversion, as claimed in the various Dockets, far outweighed
-any potential adverse impacts. This is the position EPA-took
in a letter dated February 17, 1981 to Governor Tribbet of
Delaware, who was then the U.S. Commissioner of DRBC.

The majority of the following comments are concerned with
radiation and cooling water with regard to its sources and
receiving streams. In some cases the radiation information
is incompletely addressed while in other places it is present-
ed in a way that is confusing to the reader. The major

_

deficiencies regarding radiation are: a) treatment of EPA
standards, b)'a lack of information on postulated accidents,
and c) a lack of information on decommissioning.
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With regard to the cooling water discussions, the document i s
inconsistent in its presentation of the water budget and the
needs. Major deficiencies in the water area of concern ares

~

a) cooling water budget inconsistencies, b) the range of
cooling water needs for differing operating configurations, c)
aquatic impacts of flow extremes in diversion and receiving
streams that may occur over short time spans, and d) dilution
for water quality improvement in the -lower portion of the East
Branch Perkiomen Creek. These are the two major areas
addressed in the comments and are followed by some air
pollution concerns and other minor points.

.

We appreciate the opportunity to review the document and your
staff's cooperation. If any points require further discussion
or clarification, please contact Mr. Robert Davis of the EIS
Review Team. He can be reached on 215-597-4388.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

7 9. W&
Henry Brubaker.

Chief, Analysis and Services Section

Enclosure (s)
.
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* Technical Comments

Radiation Concerns:

A most important concern is the treatment of the EPA standards
for the uranium fuel cycle given in 40 CFR 190. These
standards are fleetingly addressed on pages 5-38 and 5-48, 49.
The standards are incompletely. described and are addressed only
by the vague statement that "under normal operations the
Limerick fac:.lity is capable of operating within these
standards." This statement does not state whether or not the
plant actually will operate within the standards, and more
importantly only a part of the standard is referenced by the
DEIS. Attached is a' copy of 40 CFR 190 for your information.
In a careful study of the DEIS, we have found that information
is supplied on pages 5-64 and D9-Dil which -may be compared to
the EPA standard, but the information is not presented in an
understandable format and there is some question as to whether
the standard for release of' krypton-85 will be met. The EPA
standards should-be directly and completely addressed in the
EIS in tabular form so that projected releases may be directly
compared to the standard. The standard is applicable only to
normal operations.

In addition, there is a lack of information on postulated
accidents and on the radwaste system. On pages 5-61 it is
stated that NRC's review of the utility's probabilistic risk
assessment has not yet been completed and "will be factored
into the NRC staff's analysis to fulfill the requirement. . .

of this section of the DES." The radwaste issues are to be
addressed in Chapter 11 of the SER. Both of these issues are
an integral part of the environmental impacts of the plant and
should be considered as a part of the NEPA process. No final
EIS should be issued before these issues are reviewed by EPA
and supplemental comments provided to NRC.

As a final note on the radiological portion of this review, th e
impacts of decommissioning are only briefly mentioned in
passing. At least a general order of magnitude'of these
impacts should be discussed, though specific numerical |
estimates of the impacts are probably not yet available. |

|

Hydrology and Cooling Water: I

lInformation presented in the document regarding hydrology is in
agreement with information available to the EPA technical
staff. However, some serious questions have been raised over
the cooling water sourccs and uses.
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Questions are raised concerning withdrawal-flows presented inPage 4-10 indicates a maximumTable 4.1 and Section 4.2.4.,'

Of this,
withdrawal rate of 95 MGD from the Delaware River. However,
a maximum of 46 MGD will be diverted to Limerick.

,

Table 4.1 shows a maximum flow of 37 MGD from the Delaware /; This apparent inconsistency should be explained.Perkiomen.'

Page 4-12 indicates a maximum withdrawal rate of 41.9 MGD from
Perkiomen is expected. However, this does not match with the
maximum flow of 46 MGD diverted to Limerick, as stated on page
4-10, nor does it match the flows in Table 4.1 for the
Perkiomen. Again the apparent inconsistency should be~

!

explained.

These inconsistencies may be serious, with implications
reaching from operation of the Point Pleasant diversions all
the way to the range of possible effects upon the final
receiving stream. These could impact the Bradshaw reservoir,
the East Branch of the Perkiomen Creek, the Perkiomen Creek,

4

the Schuylkill at the confluence with the Perkiomen, and.

downstream.

Section 4,2.4 should detail the current conditions of those
streams to receive diversion water more thoroughly than is
done. For. example, virtually nothing is included regarding
the conditions of the riparian habitat or the flood plain, and

<

in chapter 5 no mention is made of the effects under extreme
conditions, e.g.,;high. flows of short duration. We agree that
diverted water will result in negligible effects-most of the,

'

time and furthermore will probably have beneficial effects
ecologically. However, extremes should be thoroughly explained. *

In addition,1very little-is-mentioned regarding the effects of
the environmental ramifications of flows 4-to 25 times normal'.
You have included information,that flows are below the highest
flows and that they are well.within the erosion: limits, but,

disclosure'should go beyond merely the water quality conditions.
The answers'are probably-available and deserve' inclusion, if

; - only by reference. . -

In addition, no mention is made of the effects the' Pennsylvania'

Public. Utility Commission decision regarding unit two. If only
one unit is ever operated, what are the implications ~for the
cooling water budget both from.the Point Pleasant diversion anda

the Schuylkill? .Since this possibility has been disregarded,-

we have no way of estimating any aquatic impacts that may
result from differing operational configurations. . If'only one
unit is ever brought on-line, alternative' sources of cooling
water may be available. In this case, diversion of water into
the East Branch of the Perkiome'n may be unnecessary.

,
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Part of the operational plans mentioned in the document areo

concerned with the use of releases from the yet to be
constructed Merrill Creek facility. Admittedly, all the
ramifications of this are unknown, but it seems apparent that
releases from that facility will seldom be needed. However, if
that facility is necessary for the successful operation of the
LGS then what contingency has been planned in the event that
the Merrill Creek facility is precluded? This as well as other
impoundments appears to be crucial to future water quality in
the Delaware.

Recent information indicates that DRBC is continuing to update
the modeling of the Delaware, especially with regard to the
salinity criteria. As we understand it, the latest salinity
objective for the year 2000 is unachievable under current
operational modes of existing and planned impoundments and
diversions. Apparently a need exists to adjust the opertional
configuration of these projects to achieve the salinity
objective. Aside from the fact that DRBC has a plethora of
alternatives to consider and quite a few years to develop and
examine them, still the demands by Limerick are certainly a
part of the Point Pleasant diversion and certain to be a
concern in the deliberations over the salinity issue.
Therefore, the salinity issue and operation of the Limerick
plant are related and the basin's overall water budget into the
future may effect the operation of the Limerick plant.
Sections 5.3 or 5.3.2.3 should include discussions regarding
salinity and the EIS should include information on the impacts
expected from the various operational configurations, both for
the LGS as well as for the dams and diversions.

An apparent inconsistency exists in statements under Section
4.3.2.1 (p. 4-3) and 5.3.2.2 (p. 5-3). In the first case it is
stated that no changes in the overall scheme for water use has
occured while on page 5-3 it is stated that several changes in
the design have taken place. The reviewers assume that these
changes have been made to accommodate water quality implica-
tions, however, no'information is presented to tell why such
changes were necessary and why such drastic efforts were needed-

for what appear to be incremental improvements. On the other
' hand, perhaps these design efforts'have been made for larger
improvements than are expressed. If this is so, then the
document should discuss design changes discarded and why.

m - -
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Another inconsistency exists regarding benefits to accrue from'

the Point Pleasant diversion. In Docket No. D-65-76CP (8),
DRBC has eliminated dilution and augmentation as Point Pleasant
diversion benefits for the Neshaminy, but the draft EIS claims
such benefits for the East Branch Perkiomen. This appears to
be inconsistent because it is a claim of convenience in spite
of the fact that apparently dilution is the easiest means for
improving the lower portion of the East Branch.

I

j In Section 5.3.2.3, operation of the diversion and its
' environmental effects are discussed. It is understood that

once the diversion of water to Limerick is begun'the flows will
be maintained so that extremes in fluctuation of water levels
in the streams used for diversion will be avoided. However, no
mention is made of how the diversion will be operated so that

i flash floods resulting from short duration /high intensity
storms will not be exacerbated. There may be no cause for
concern here, but some attention should be paid to the
possibility, especially in light of the lack of riparian
habitat along the streams of the area. In other words, much of:

the flood plain in the area has been changed so that it is now
dedicated to agriculture or to activities other than flood way.

Air Concerns:

Under air impacts on page 5-24, the emissions are estimated to
be "less than EPA de minimus levels" for certain pollutants.
These de minimus levels are probably those used for PSD
purposes. No information'is given on the actual off-site
ambient concentrations that will result. While the low
emissions will most likely result in very small impacts, this
does not justify the complete lack of any numerical data to
backup this assertion. At a minimum, annual and maximum'

24-hour emissions should be given. A simple model could then
be run to estimate off-site concentrations. If these are truly-

| as small, this will reinforce the conclusion that the impacts
are too small to be significant.i

,

Finally, on page 5-15, first paragraph, the last sentence
states that " Actions to mitigate these potential impacts (from
cooling tower chlorination) should be considered .". This. .

statment constitutes a recommendation to the utility and is out
of place in an EIS. It would be more appropriate to discuss

! what will be done, what are the alternatives and what
mitigative actions will be implemented.

!

!
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Other Concerns:
,

The following are some minor points and are offered for your
consideration and'information.

1) On page 4-37 mention is made of the possibility of the
.pr.esence of eels in the Delaware. This is very likely,
especially in light of the fact that a small eel fishery exists
in the port Jervis area, far upstream of the diversion intake.

2) The document contains some very assured statements
regarding.the ultimate improvement in quality of the streams
receiving diversion water. However, monitoring in conjunction
with operation of the diversion should be carried out for all

- parameters contained in the draft EIS as well as for the fish
community. A good start has been made, as described in Section
4, of the trophic levels in all the streams. This should be
expanded and continued as the diversion is completed and placed
into operation.

3 ), Section 5.3.2.3 describes the nonthermal water quality
-

anticipated for the Bradshaw facility and the Delaware. A
statement is made that the reservoir will act as both a
sediment controlling facility as well as a phosphorous sink.
However, no mention is made regarding the nonsettleable
fraction which will pass through the reservoir and may negate
any phosphorous control claimed as a benefit of the reservoir.
Perhaps some reassessments are in order if the modelling for
receiving stream water quality has not included this source of

~

phosphorous. In addition, we failed to see any statements
covering retention time in the Bradshaw facility. Information
from other sources indicates that sediment control is not
achieved with flows greater than 10% of total capacity flow
through per day. However, this is an optimum figure that is
adjusted on a cace-by-case basis. In any' event, the claims
made by the NRC for sediment control using the Bradshaw
facility should be substantiated statistically in the final EIS.

4) The next-to-last' paragraph on page 5-25 states that
"... induced shock will adversely affect biota along the-
Limerick Transmission corridor." Perhaps this is a
typographical error because the remainder of the paragraph
describen just the opposite. However, i f this is not an error,
then this section needs to be rewritten.

J
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N 190.01 Title 40-Proteciion of EnO wn'
Chapter .--Environmental Prstaction Agsney c.,

SUBCHAPTER F-RADIATION PROTECTION PROGRAMS ered a rnember of the ubite -

any period in which he fs engage 1n
-

be v riance. and the schedulecess of the standards the basis
(, |PART 190-ENVIRONMENTAL RADI. uranium special nuc! car and by prod. carrymg out any operation which is fo'r .

ATION PROTECTION STANDARDS uct materials from the cycle. part of a nuclear fuel cycle- D r nee with the stand- 1ad(c) " General environment" means (1) Regulatory agency" means theFOR NUCLEAR POWER OPER-
ATIONS the total terrestrial. atmospheric and government agency responsibic for is- 9 190.12 Effecti" *aquatic environments outside sit es suing regulations governing the use of

Subport A-General Provisions upon which any operation which is sources of radiation or radioactive ma- (a) The standards in i 190.10(a) shallpart of a nuclear fuel cycle is terials or emissions therefrom and car- be effective December 1.1979 eXce tSec. conducted. rymg out inspection and enforcement that for doses arising from o
190.01 Applicabuity. (d) " Site" means the area contained activities to assure compliance with associated with the milli f190 02 Dctimttons- within the boundary of a location such regulations.

ore the effective date sha l be "#C * 'under the wntrol of persons possess- ber 1,1980.Subpart B-Environmental stonderds for the ing or using radioactive material on Subpart B-Environmental Standards (b) The standards in i 19010(b) shallUranium Fuel Cycle which is conducted one or more oper- for the Uramum Fuel Cycle be effective December 1 1979'190.10 Standards for normat operations. ations covered by this part,
that the standards for k' -,

190.11 Variances for unusual operations. (e) " Radiation" means any or all of a 190.10 Standards for normal "P""'. iodine.129 shall b #f #"""" U 3 +
"

190.12 Ef fect n e date. the following Alpha. beta, gamma, or "'"'- 1983 f r any serations c e ed by this subpart als b h radioactive materi-Aornonny: Atomic Energy Act of 1954. as X rays: neutrons; and high energy samended; Itcorganization Plan No. 3. of electrons. protons, or other atomic U U h anner " *after these datNas to provide . n assurance1970. particles; but not sound or radi
that,

waves, nor tisible, infrared. or ultra-
"

Sousec 42 rn 2860. Jan.13,1977 unless
( ) The annual dose equivalent does PART 192-ENVIRONMENTAL * PROviolet light.

ho ". 75C ed 25 millirems to the wholeTECTION STANDARDS FOR URANI~
# * (f) " Radioactive material" means

any material which spontaneously HHrems to the thyroid, and UM MILL TAILINGS25 millirems to any other organ of anySubpart A-General Prov. .isions emits radiation.
(g)" Curie"(Cl) means that quantity member of the public as the result of subpart A_[R'" -

9 190.01 Applicability. of radioactive material producing 37 hp sures to planned discharges of ra-
n n ts SuW Mog''n*'n'al stonderds forThe provisions of this part apply to billion nuclear transformations per daug t rs exc t

radiation doses received by members second. (One millicurie (mCl)=0.001 I O en Lands and Buildings Con.E UeTal en- ' "UP
'niu

Pvironment fro U
erations and u I cycle op- tominated w;th Residual Radioactive Materi.of the public in the general environ- Ci.)

n m these "h honi InocHve Uranium proces,;as Sitesment and to radioactive materials in- (h) " Dose equivalent" means the operations't:oduced into the general environment product of absorbed dose and appro- (b) Tl S' i

qu ntity of radioactiveas the result of operations which are priate factors to account for differ- materials
'

192 to Applicabili
part of a nuclear fuel cycle. ences in biological effectiveness due to U CUVI- 192.11 Definitironment from tl '

* en re uranium fuelthe quality of radiation and its spatial cycl 192 12M ghahatof electricalO 190.02 Definitions. distribution in the body. The unit of ene 192'13(a) " Nuclear fuel cycle" means the dose equivalent is the " rem."(One mil- contains I fe! cycle. **
udes ofoperations defined to be associated lirem (mrem)= 0.001 rem.) krypton-85

mi! ur es of iodine-129 sub o e C-racePt onsP swith the production of electrical (i) " Organ" means any human organ and 0'5 11 ries combined of pluto. 192.20 Criteria for exceptions.power for public use by any fuel cycle exclusive of the dermis. the epidermis. nium-239 nd
through utilization of nuclear energy. or the cornea- transuranic radi UK chumm" nces, 8ct4ns fr exception als halp(b) " Uranium fuel cycle" means the (j) " Gigawatt year" refers to the lives greater than one year. Table A [Iteseradloperations of milling of uranium ore, quantity of electrical energy produced
chemical conversion of uranium. Isoto- at the busbar of a generating station. I 190.11 Variances for unusuaI operations., '-

AUTHonrry: Sec. 275. Atpic enrichment of uranium, fabrica- A gigawatt is equal to one billion The stand r pecified in i 100.10tion of uranium fuel, generation of watts. A gigawatt-year is equivalent to may h
.

of 1954. (42 U.S.C. 2022) a$N' end d t$
" ^

electricity by a light water cooled nu- the amount of energy output repre- (a) Th Uranium Mill Tallings Radiation Contre!"clear power plant using uranium fuel. sented by an average electric power ed a varl gency has grant- Art of 1978. Pub. L. 95 604.*

and reprocessing of spent uranium level of one gigawatt sustained for one riation tha based upon its determi-
SovRet 45 rn 27367*A * '""a and unusual otherwise notd'fuel, to the extent that these directly year. operatin

support the production of electrical (k) " Member of the public" means ucd operat ndiMon exists and contin-
power for public use utilizing nuclear any individual that can receive a radi- and n is in the public interest,
energy, but excludes mining oper- ation dose in the general environment. (b) Inf*

n is Momptly made aallons, operations at waste disposal whether he may or may not also be ex-
rnatter of public record delineating thesites. transportation of any radioactive posed to radiation in an occupation as- nature or

material in support of these oper- sociated with a nuclear fuel cycle. tions 11'" dcgusual operating condi-
ation'33 expected to result in levels into which this oper-

'

ations, and the reuse of recovered non- IIowever, an individual is not consid-

G *
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ACTIONS IMPACTING ON FEDERAL ACTIONS
DIE C;VIRCNN

En"ironmental Impact of the Action
. ..

.

LO--Lack of Objections
- ,t

EPA has no objections to the proposed action as describedshypyi in the draft impact statement or suggests only minor
changes in the proposed action. ~

,

'

.

- j> v ,f ER--Environmental Reservations
.

1 W, EPA has reservations concerning the environmental ef fects
7R9elp of certain aspects of the proposed action. EPA believes-~

f urther study of suggested alternatives or modifica -that
' . tions is required and has asked the originating Federal.,

,yf.{4 agency to reassess these aspects.

; EU--Environmentally Unsatisfactory C

EPA believes that the proposed action is unsatisfactorr
~

because of its potentially harmful effect on the environ--
mont. Furthermore, the Agency believes that the potential'

safeguards which might be utilized may not adequately pro-*

tect the environment from hazards arising from this
action. The Agency recommends that alternatives to the- -
action be analyzed further (including the possibility
of no action at all) .

.,
,

Adecuacy of the Impact Statement
.

,

Category 1--Adequate-

The draf t impact statement adequately sets forth the1

i ,- environmental impact of the proposed project or action as
well as alte: natives reasonably available to the project. . '

' " * * -

or action.* *
'%

- Category 2--Insufficient information .

.. - EPA believes that the draf t irpact statement does not.
$${{

>

~
contain sufficient information to assess fully the,

environmental impact of the proposed project or action. .

:, However, from the information submitted, the Agency is-
able to make a preliminary determination of the impact

,n,;y: on the environment. EPA has requested that the originator
.!

* ' d

provide the information that was not included in the-
draft statement.,

Category 3--Inadequate-

EPA believes that the draft. impact statement does not
' adequately assess the environmental impact of the pro-.,

posed project or action, or that the statement inadequately-
analyzes reasonably available alternatives. The Agency has -
requested more information and analysis concerning the
potential environmental hazards and has asked that sub-. . gf. .

".,,gf". stantial revision be made to the draft statement.O
A-;
.

If a draft imoact statement is assigned a Category 3,~ *

Sgrdinarily no rating will be made of the project or action,
since a basis does not generally exist on which to maka-
such a determination.' '

o. . . . _

{h*3I CHAP 3 Figure J-1. tiotiticTtion or 1:PA's Classitication
- of Comments
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